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NEWS in brief from the Industry

Coltraco Ultransonics, a London-based company 

which manufactures portable ultrasonic liquid 

level indicators to check how much gas is in 

fire-extinguishing cylinders onboard vessels, 

has been named winner of the Fire Innovation 

of the Year award at the SHE (Safety & Health 

Excellence) Awards for its Portasteele Calculator.

CEO, Dr Hunter said after winning the award 

that he was was delighted and honoured that 

Coltraco Ultrasonics’ Research & Development 

into the innovative Portasteele product was being 

recognised for delivering enhanced safety to 

people, assets and infrastructure.

Traditionally, cylinders are manually weighed 

by turning off and dismantling each one, which 

may be risky and is time-consuming. To solve 

the problem, Coltraco Ultrasonics developed the 
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innovative 8th generation Portalevel MAX, 

a handheld ultrasonic liquid indicator to 

inspect CO2, clean agents and more liquefied 

gaseous agents by just one person in 30 

seconds. Combined with the Portasteele 

Calculator, these liquid level heights are 

converted into the weight of the agent. It is the 

first level indication method to take account 

of the temperature effect on the agent height.

BIMCO has issued a statement against the 

US-led protectionism and warned that 

the potential trade war that could follow 

‘would negatively impact global shipping.’

The US announced in March that 

it was imposing import tariffs on steel 

and aluminium. Though it notes the 

tariffs will have little impact on most 

international bulk traders, BIMCO 

warned that the US could trigger 

something bigger that would negatively 

impact global shipping in a much wider 

BIMCO warns of trade war harm
way including container 

shipping trades.

“Free trade provides prosperity and 

peace. It’s a fundamental principle to 

cherish and safeguard. All trade- 

restrictive measures are in principle  

bad for shipping,” reiterated BIMCO  

chief shipping analyst Peter Sand.

Releasing its statement just slightly 

ahead of Trump’s latest package of  

$60bn worth of tariffs on Chinese  

goods, including high-tech products,  

BIMCO said: 

“Steel and aluminium tariffs may 

be the ‘dish of the day,’ and the impact 

on shipping is still unknown, but soon 

major trade action against China is 

also likely to come from the US. Even 

though there is good reason – violation 

of intellectual property rights – the 

result is the same; it is damaging for 

the involved countries.”
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